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Notes
 
See the current pricelist for details, prices and terms of business. 
Technical changes, errors and colour variations excepted. Some of 
the models depicted are special, premium-cost designs. Wood is  
a natural product. For our furniture ranges, we use only high-quality 
beech from sustainable forestry sources. Despite the woods being 
carefully selected, there may be variations in colour. Variations in 
colour and pattern are not grounds for product returns but rather  
an expression of the unique character of wooden furniture.
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fina
universal . office . cafeteria . lounge



6424/A 6428/A

fina:  
attractive seating furniture – innovative with an individual touch.
fina with its innovative shell structure – now even more developed:  
the well-known slim design is now available with a choice of plastic  
or fully upholstered seating shell. Attractive for daily use, graceful yet very 
sturdy indeed. A special characteristic of the new plastic shell: thanks  
to a special manufacturing process, it can be produced in two colours –  
in different combinations. And the frames present novelties, too:  
four-legged and sled-base frame have been slightly redesigned, and 
the sled-base frame for the barstool as well as the swivel chair frame  
are quite new to the programme. 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger 

– new shell finish: plastic or fully upholstered
– resilient plastic seating shell appropriate for contract furnishing 
 purposes with a stabilising core area
– two-colour plastic seating shell: high-gloss back, matt inside surface
– fully upholstered shell with quilting
– new swivel chair and barstool frames
– re-designed four-legged and sled-base frames
– shells can be combined with all frame versions
– versatile use

The new arm-rest  
of the four-legged 
model: die-cast 
aluminium with 
integrated wooden 
support or leather 
cover.  



universal office cafeteria
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Areas of application Models

News . fina



6401

8 . 9

In contrast to comparable models by other manufacturers, the new 
fina plastic seating shell is practically made in one run. What makes 
it appropriate for contract furnishings is the 3 component structure 
with its carbon fibre reinforced core, that’s been realised here for the 
first time. Add to that the well-known advantages of plastic: flexible, 
colourful, hygienic and easy to maintain. Moreover, the seating shells 
can be combined with all frames from the fina series – offering even 
more variety. Both the four-legged frame and the sled-base frame have 
been slightly altered. Completely new: the sled-base frame for the 
barstool.

New part of the 
programme: fina 
barstool without 
backrest, also  
in a completely 
upholstered version.

News . fina



6454

6408

fina with two-
coloured plastic 
seating shell –  
in different versions: 
white on the  
inside, outside 
colours of choice.

fina – with one-
coloured wooden 
seating shell, e.g. in 
the colours of the 
Colour Collection.

fina in mixed 
material finish:  
HPL on the front, 
Oak veneer,  
stained wenge  
or light.



6492 6492/A

For the first time, fina is also available as a swivel chair with casters:  
in this mobile version, the model features a flat die-cast aluminium 
frame and a vertical adjustment with integrated in-depth suspension. 
Comfort included: the comfortable, pleasant seating sensation is  
in part the result of the integrated spring steel linkage.



6494

10 . 11

Slim and light,  
in tune with the fina 
design idea –  
the new swivel chair 
frame with casters.

News . fina



6722 6732/A 6732/AG

finasoft:
high quality conference chairs – slim and comfortable.
Extremely slim design, outstanding comfort characteristics: that’s finasoft, 
available as a swivel or cantilever chair. This new conference chair now 
transfers the slim fina design line to the conference area – convincing 
with uncomplicated comfort along the way. Even the basic version 
with its dynamic spring steel linkage offers a pleasantly resilient seating 
sensation. What is more, the newly developed inclination mechanism 
provides for an ergonomic seating position. 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger 

– light formal language, highly comfortable
– prestigious impression
– available as swivel or cantilever chairs
– high quality aluminium die-cast finish with innovative details
– simply intelligent comfort due to dynamic spring steel linkage  
 or inclining mechanism
– harmoniously matching aluminium die-cast parts
– matches torino, state and spira table systems



6756/A

office

12 . 13

Areas of application Models
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6742

finalounge:
the easy chair for relaxed waiting – slim and cushy.
For the lounge area, too, there’s now a slim alternative: finalounge, an 
easy chair sporting the typically light fina design – surprising with extra- 
ordinary seating comfort. The fully upholstered shell is wider than usual, 
yet comes across as slim, harmonising excellently with the conference 
chairs of the finasoft series. In order to provide even more comfort,  
the easy chair can optionally be equipped with a retraction mechanism. 
Matching side tables are available, also with an aluminium base. 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger 

– comfortable lounge easy chair with extra seating width
– very slim silhouette
– high-quality upholstery and 5-star base of aluminium  
 gives noble appearance
– extraordinary seating comfort
– retraction mechanism optional
– available also with upholstered arm-rests
– option: matching side tables



lounge
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News . finalounge



grato
lounge . universal





grato:  
flexible waiting furniture programme – comfortable and  
full of combinations.
grato opens up new perspectives: this waiting furniture programme 
consists of different individual elements which can be combined freely 
with corner elements – depending on which room situation is desired. 
The modules can be universally deployed and can be adapted to the 
respective spatial situation, in many different variations, providing many 
comfortable seats. But the elements also work great as soloists, e.g.  
in a classic reception environment. 
Design: Wolfgang C. R. Mezger

– numerous design opportunities
– high flexibility thanks to freely combinable elements
– modular waiting environment, structuring a room
– prestigious impression in leather finish
– unlimited variety in configurations gives high investment security
– swivel easy chairs
– excellent seating comfort thanks to multi-zone spring frame support
– high class finish (quilting, chrome, leather optional) 
– two frame variants: bracket frame with invisible back attachment 
 or sled-base frame for configurations
– in addition: matching side and laptop tables



universallounge
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Areas of application Models

News . grato



The quilting technique for the upholstery and the reduced  
design underscore the classic look-and-feel. And thanks to its 
delicate frame, this model nearly seems to float: grato comes  
across as pleasantly lightweight – even as a combination of  
several elements.



5461 

5463/A 

5491/0

20 . 21

One of countless 
combinations – 
here in leather 
finish: easy chair,  
3-seater bench  
with arm-rest, with 
additional side 
table.

News . grato



The programme offers different elements: stool, bench, easy  
chair, two- or three-seater, optionally with or without arm-rests.  
Combined with the corner elements, there is a limitless amount  
of placing options.



22 . 23

Straight segments 
and rounded 
corners – the 
different elements 
can be combined 
to form seemingly 
endless, free 
configurations for 
perfectly 
structuring rooms. 
The sled-base 
frames serve as  
a connection  
of two individual 
elements each.

News . grato

Combinable individual elements and exemplary configurations

5569-inside 5562 5563 5568-outside





twin
universal . cafeteria . care



3104 3102

twin:  
the sturdy plastic chair – colourful, lightweight  
and weather resistant.
Made from one piece, reduced to the essentials – that’s twin, our  
new monobloc plastic chair. Sturdy, easy to clean and available in many 
exciting colours. The intensive cooperation between designers, tool 
maker and the Brunner development team has made this all-of-a-piece 
model possible – providing stability on a professional level. Thanks  
to its weather resistant material it is particularly well-suited for public 
spaces and the outer areas of cafés and restaurants. And thanks to  
its good hygienic properties, twin is also ideally suited for hospitals. 
Design: Archirivolto 

– Italian design
– transparent mesh structure gives visual easiness 
 and gracile language of shape
– high quality chair made from carbon fibre reinforced polypropylene
– available in two versions: with closed seating shell or with net structure
– lightweight
– affordable price
– easy to maintain
– stackable
– high stability on a professional level
– with or without arm-rests
– in planning: a matching table system



universal cafeteria care
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Areas of application Models

News . twin





3104/A3102/A

3102

28 . 29

twin is available in several versions: with transparent net structure, 
with closed seating shell as well as with or without arm-rests. This chair 
presents a curving, ergonomic silhouette, and its Italian design is a 
perfect match for the new Colour Collection hues – e.g. it’s available 
in citrus, petrol, apple, ruby, lava, stone or sand.

With or without 
arm-rests –  
twin is also easily 
stackable.

News . twin





Colour  
Collection

2011 | 2012



white

stone

citrus

viola

lava

petrol

apple

ruby

sand

black32 . 33

Colour Collection 2011 | 2012 –  
the current trend colours
Colour Collection is adding further hues to our comprehensive colour 
range: current, trendy colours, always new, always different. Thus,  
Colour Collection allows for even more individual design and even 
more unique colour concepts. In regular intervals, the respective 
colours will be replaced by new colour ideas – these ten hues will be 
part of the game during the next season:

* effective for selected products

News . Colour Collection



white

stone

citrus

viola

lava

petrol

apple
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black





tempuro
office



6352/A

tempuro:
the new swivel easy chair – made from one piece,  
lightweight and modern.
The more affordable variant of our success model tempus: tempuro is  
a contemporary conference chair that works great even without compli- 
cated mechanics – while at the same time providing lots of comfort. 
This is made possible by the backrest made from special, softly yielding 
PUR foam, by an invisible steel bracket frame which adds to the pleasant 
swinging feel and of course by the comfortably upholstered seat surface.  
Still, tempuro is really lightweight, ideal even for temporary offices or 
flexible meeting rooms. 
Design: Martin Ballendat 

– PUR moulded foam piece as backrest, arm-rest and seat support all in one piece
– dynamically optimised spring steel core in the back shell
– upholstered seat
– lightweight
– good price-performance ratio
– two-colour finish: back part in white or lava, seat according to choice
– column chrome-covered or white/base polished aluminium or white
– optionally equipped with casters
– matches table systems like torino, trust, state



office
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6353/A
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For tempuro, backrest, arm-rests and seat support are designed as  
one piece. Thanks to the open design, the back gives the impression  
as if was floating above the seat. The two-coloured finish allows 
additional accents: The polyurethane back part is available in white  
or lava, the colour and upholstery material for the seat can be  
chosen freely.

Optionally available 
with casters and 
weight adjustable – 
for more mobility at 
the conference table.

News . tempuro







sting
universal . office . event



4602

sting:
stackable shell chair with square tube frame –  
matter-of-fact and functional.
sting is the consequent and contemporary interpretation of the classic 
stackable row chair. Its puristic design adapts itself excellently to even 
austere and demanding forms of architecture while providing pleasant 
comfort at the same time: The seating shell has a flexible, yielding back, 
optionally with seat and back liner. The frame made from polished 
square tube gives a high degree of stability – while staying lightweight. 
The modular steel frame construction is also sophisticated: it takes up 
less space in storage, needs less resources for transport, and individual 
pieces can be exchanged easily thanks to bolted connections. 
Design: Martin Ballendat 

– square tube frame
– stable metal linkage, ideal for events
– vertically stackable up to 12 chairs
– unlimited row linking: with or without arm-rest and alternating
– modular frame structure, individual pieces can be exchanged
– shell made from beech moulded wood from sustainable 
 forestry with a slim silhouette
– two-colour finish possible: oak veneer at the front, white HPL at the back
– optional: plastic arm-rests with a pleasant touch



universal office event
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Areas of application Models

News . sting



Ideal for big events: sting can be linked into rows with lots of 
variations – with arm-rests, without arm-rests, and even alternating.  
The very sturdy metal linking is convincing, it stays in place  
even when pushing entire rows of seats. Another advantage is the 
modular frame structure: models with row linking elements can  
later be equipped with arm-rests if needed.



4602/A

44 . 45News . sting

The seating shell can 
be designed in two 
colours, e.g. real  
wood veneer on the 
inside, HPL on the 
outside.

Linkable into rows  
in all versions: 
without arm-rests, 
with arm-rests  
or even alternating.





first line
universal . event . cafeteria



first line:
the innovative frame linking chair – with arm-rests  
and vertically stackable.
An invisible row linking system that works without any additional 
fixed or moving connection elements: that has been an outstanding 
characteristic of all models from the first series. The most recent  
model, first line, features arm-rests with a plastic support and is now  
also vertically stackable at the same time – stable and secure up  
to 15 chairs high. The beech plywood shell has been given a special  
form: a small crease at the rear of the seat further improves space-
saving stackability and ergonomics. first line is available in four different 
upholstery versions. 
Design: Brunner Factory Design 

– innovative frame linking system
– vertically stackable up to 15 chairs high
– classic formal language, with a multitude of uses
– high-quality craftsmanship
– new shape of shell with innovative crease
– plastic arm-rests
– many choices of materials and colours



4506/A

universal event cafeteria
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tool 2
event . cafeteria





1330-50 1332/A-135 1330/A-136

tool 2:
developing tool further – even safer, even more options.
As a sequel to the successful tool programme for large venues, tool 2  
offers all the advantages of its predecessor – plus additional safety 
benefits: it is optionally available with a panic-proof row linking system, 
and even its standard row linking has been improved once more.  
Apart from the existing PUR arm-rests, customers can now also choose 
more affordable metal arm-rests. Also new: the seating shell in a com- 
fort upholstery variant or completely made from plastic. 
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer 

– additional variants: comfort upholstery/plastic seating shell
– improved standard row linking system
– optional: panic-proof row linking system
– alternatingly linkable
– vertically stackable
– choice of arm-rests made of metal with wooden 
 or plastic arm supports, or made of PUR 



1330/A-50

event cafeteria
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Plastic shells
tool . fox 1360 . first place



4554 4554 1360-50

New plastic shells for first place, fox 1360 and tool: 
colourful and easy to maintain.
In the trend colours of our current Colour Collection: the new 
polypropylene plastic shells for the series first place, tool 2 and the  
new fox model 1360 are not only colourful and comfortable but  
also very resilient. So these three models are ready to take on even 
more new assignments. Easy to maintain, affordable and ready  
for many combinations. 

– durable 2-component plastic shell with glass fibre reinforced core
– affordable variant
– resilient and easy to maintain
– comfortable with flexible counter pressure in the back
– colour variety
– optimised surface structure: front side scratch resistant, matt structured;  
 back side high-quality, brilliant appearance
– can be combined with steel tube frames from the series first place,  
 tool 2 and fox 1360 (sequel to model 1305)



1360/A-50

event cafeteriauniversal
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linos
universal . care



1218 1222/A 1232/A

linos:
the functional allrounder – now in hygienic plastic finish  
and with a high backrest.
A family of chairs that has been convincing for a long time with its 
form and function: linos. Up to now, this allrounder was available  
only as a sled-base version with plastic seat and backrest. Now this 
plastic version is also available for the stable four-legged frame –  
with the usual high seating comfort, easiest handling and a great 
number of variants on offer. So linos is particularly sturdy, hygienic,  
easy to maintain and affordable. Also new is the optional plastic arm- 
rest, which meets the high hygienic demands of hospitals. Also new:  
the version with a higher backrest, delivered with the new, ergono- 
mically optimised plastic arm-rests as standard. 
Design: Roland Schmidt, LSS designer 

– four-legged frame, now also with plastic seat and back
– ergonomic arm-rests made from hygienic plastic
– new high backrest chair



careuniversal
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1208/A1208

62 . 63

linos offers unlimited seating comfort – with its ergonomic 
construction of seat and back, with a knee roll  for unhampered  
blood circulation and without any annoying cross braces at  
the front legs. The perfect addition: the multitude of variants and  
the comprehensive accessory programme. Depending on the  
design concept, it will provide a lively atmosphere with its colour 
choices or a relaxing one thanks to its functionality.

linos is also avail- 
able in stone, lava,  
petrol and viola – 
colours from the new  
Colour Collection.

News . linos
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